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ABSTRACT – It is becoming increasingly clear that genomics is 
beginning to have a major impact in guiding diagnoses and 
treatment of many disorders. As the cost of DNA sequencing 
continues to drop and more patient genomes are sequenced, 
the challenge is to deliver this knowledge to the clinic, particu-
larly in cancer. DNA sequencing of patients with rare disease 
is revealing novel druggable pathways for more common dis-
orders.  Genetic tools for treating disease are also advancing 
rapidly. Genetic approaches, thought to be pipedreams five 
years ago for diseases such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 
are now showing promise in clinical trials and many of these 
methodologies are being applied more widely for other dis-
eases. The era of genomic medicine has arrived.  

Introduction

The pace of change in human genetics research over the last few 

decades has been rapid and major scientific discoveries have 

proceeded in tandem with breakthroughs in the development of 

enabling technologies, particularly genome sequencing. Together, 

these advances are transforming our understanding of how 

genes underpin biological processes in health and disease and 

have the potential to generate major health benefits in the 

coming decades. The challenge will be to use personal genomic 

information to provide care plans at every stage of disease. The 

concept of ‘personalized medicine’ is not new and was antici-

pated in the late 1800s by a Canadian physician, Sir William 

Osler, who gave the Harveian Oration in 1906 and noted ‘the 

great variability among individuals’. However, the modern defi-

nition has evolved to incorporate personal genomic information 

into a patient’s clinical assessment and family history to guide 

medical management.1  

The first draft of the human genome sequence was completed 

in year 2000 and the current whole-genome and exome 

sequencing projects are rapidly becoming tools in the diagnosis 

of rare mendelian disorders. Sequencing the human genome 

took a decade to complete and cost $3 billion. Since then, the 

price of sequencing has dropped rapidly to where it stands now 

at approximately $1,000 per genome and whole genomes can be 

sequenced in a day. 

Even before the human genome sequence was complete, it was 

declared to be a landmark in medical research. Now there are 

many published articles describing how the genomics revolution 
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is long overdue and has not lived up to its promise. However, 

clinical development does take a long time. Going from the germ 

theory of disease to antibiotics took 60 years. As I shall review in 

this oration, genomic medicine might beat that. 

Genomic medicine for Duchenne muscular dystrophy

The pace of technological change and its impact on the treat-

ment of genetic disorders through personalised medicine is 

dramatically illustrated by looking at progress in the treatment 

of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). Five years ago, I used 

to stand up in front of patient groups and tell parents that effec-

tive treatments might be on the horizon. Today, I am talking of 

treatments that have almost reached the clinic. There is now real 

hope for the sufferers of this terrible disease.

Therapies for DMD build on the central dogma in genetics 

which defines the flow of information from DNA to RNA to 

protein as proposed initially by Watson and elaborated by Crick 

(Fig 1).2 The DNA (the genome) contains the genetic informa-

tion of the individual which is transcribed into RNA (the tran-

scriptome). This is then processed via splicing into coding 

mRNA and then translated into protein (the proteome). Any 

pathology resulting from germ line or somatic mutations in the 

genome can be studied at the transcriptome or proteome level, 

thus providing the necessary mechanistic insights into the dis-

ease process which is the first step in the development of effec-

tive treatments. As William Harvey knew only too well, an 

understanding of the basic structure of the circulatory system 

and centrality of the heart led to a physiological understanding 

which was essential for the development of therapies. As I will 

illustrate, these same principles of studying the detailed mecha-

nisms apply to the understanding and design of therapeutic 

strategies for DMD.

DMD is a relentless, X-linked recessive muscle-wasting disease 

with one of the highest new mutation rates known, meaning that 

many cases in the clinic have no previous family history.3 

Affected DMD boys are usually diagnosed at 3–5 years of age 

and go into a wheelchair at about 12 years of age. All show 

abnormal ECGs by their late teens. Patients usually die in their 

twenties from respiratory or heart failure and a minority of 

patients may also show mental impairment. Becker had described 

a milder similar form of muscular dystrophy (Becker muscular 

dystrophy (BMD)) but it was unknown whether this disease was 

caused by mutations in the same gene. In BMD, loss of ambula-

tion usually occurs in the late teens or early twenties but in some 

cases the only manifestation is a cardiomyopathy and patients 

can live into their 80th decade. Prenatal diagnosis of DMD did 

not exist before DNA markers were identified and no effective 

treatment is currently available.
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clinical use. Viral vectors are rendered harmless through the 

removal of genes that cause pathology and this generates 

enough space in the viral genome for the insertion of the coding 

region of the therapeutic gene. Early applications of gene 

therapy, however, have been hampered by adverse events in 

clinical trials due to a poor understanding of the integration of 

the virus into the host genome and the immune reactions to 

viral proteins.11 More recently, novel safer vector designs gener-

ally based on adenovirus or lentivirus vectors virus have been 

developed.12 In 2012, the long-awaited market approval of gene 

therapy in the Western world was granted for the viral delivery 

of the lipoprotein lipase gene.13

For DMD, the challenge is the large size of the mRNA (14 kb) 

and the need to target all muscles. The most commonly used 

virus to infect muscle is adeno-associated virus (AAV), which 

cannot accommodate more than about 5 kb of foreign DNA. 

This problem was solved by the remarkable observation that a 

very mildly affected BMD patient possessed a deletion encom-

passing almost 50% of the coding sequence of the gene.14 Other 

patients with similar large deletions were later reported. Thus 

dystrophin mini- or micro-genes (approximately 5 kb or less) 

could be designed based on the deleted genes in these patients 

which fit into AAV vectors even when muscle-specific promoters 

are incorporated (Fig 2a).15

Four out of six patients involved in a recent clinical trial using 

AAV delivery of a mini-dystrophin gene locally to the arm 

showed an immune response directed at the transgene product.16 

However, this may have been due to the lack of muscle-specific 

expression as a trial delivering alpha-sarcoglycan transgene to 

limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) patients did not invoke 

an immune response.17 More needs to be understood about why 

certain patients have T cells to dystrophin epitopes and the 

choice of promoter will be important. Recent studies have 

shown that revertant fibres produced through restoring the 

reading frame by exon skipping or second site mutation, can 

express an immunogenic novel epitope never encountered pre-

viously by the patient.18 It will be important to pre-screen 

patients for immunity to dystrophin before admission into trials. 

Even though systemic delivery of dystrophin to all muscle 

remains a challenge because of the immune response, transient 

immunosuppression may minimise this problem.19

Expression of transgenes from AAV vectors can be long 

lasting. For example, transgene expression has been reported in 

a haemophilia B patient 10 years after gene transfer into 

muscle.20 However, if repeated administration is required, it may 

be necessary to use different AAV serotypes in successive treat-

ments.

Gene therapy is now coming of age for a whole range of dif-

ferent disorders as different types of viruses are being devel-

oped some of which integrate into the host genome, such as 

lentiviruses. Perhaps the most spectacular recent application 

of gene therapy is for eye disorders. For example results of 

clinical trials for choroideremia are looking very promising. 

Gene therapy is rapidly moving into mainstream 

 ophthalmology.21

DNA markers specific to the X chromosome established the 

location of the mutated gene and the first prenatal diagnosis 

and reliable carrier detection of DMD.4 Moreover, the milder 

form of the disease, BMD, was found to be allelic.5 The gene 

was finally identified using DNA from a patient with a large 

deletion covering the region who suffered from DMD, retinitis 

pigmentosa and chronic granulomatous disease.6 The protein 

product was named dystrophin as the lack of dystrophin causes 

dystrophy.

The DMD gene is remarkable in that it is spread over more 

than two million base pairs of DNA and is made up of 79 

individual exons, which in part explains the high new muta-

tion rate. Sixty five per cent of patient mutations are out-of-

frame deletions.7 Detailed analysis of these deletions provided 

an explanation for the severe DMD and mild BMD pheno-

types. Deletions in DMD patients are out of frame and result 

in the absence of protein product whereas BMD deletions 

result from in-frame deletions of the gene which lead to the 

production of truncated, partially functional dystrophin pro-

tein.8

Dystrophin is a large cytoskeleton structural protein which is 

absent or present at very low levels, in DMD patients. 

Dystrophin is essential for muscle-membrane stability as it 

provides an important link between the dystrophin-associated 

protein complex (DAPC) at the muscle membrane and the 

actin cytoskeleton.9

There are many pharmacological strategies which tackle the 

secondary effects of DMD but many are only partially effective 

because they only treat one aspect of the pathogenesis and may 

be toxic in the longer term.10 Thus there has been great interest 

in developing genetic approaches to the disease which tackle 

the primary defect. The challenge is that any effective therapy 

will need to replace about 20% of normal levels of dystrophin 

in both skeletal muscle and heart and the treatment would 

need to be life-long.

The pioneering approaches now entering the clinic for DMD 

are also applicable to many other diseases. The genetic strategies 

to DMD therapy include direct replacement of the protein and 

the manipulation of the cellular machinery at the level of mRNA 

processing, translation or transcriptional modulation of a 

related gene (Fig 2).

Viral gene therapy

The use of viruses for the delivery of functional genes has had a 

long history over at least two decades but is now coming into 

Central dogma

DNA RNA Protein

Genomics Transcriptomics Protemics

Transla�onTranscrip�on

Fig 1. The central dogma of genetics.
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Exon skipping

The application of exon skipping for the therapy of DMD 

depends on the identification of the precise mutation in the 

genome of the patient and the manipulation of the transcrip-

tome. As discussed earlier, approximately 65% of DMD muta-

tions are deletions which disrupt the open reading frame 

resulting in the absence of functional dystrophin protein at the 

sarcolemma.7 More mildly affected BMD patients have deletions 

which result in in-frame mutations that allow the production of 

shorter, partially functional dystrophin. Thus the correction of 

the reading frame in DMD patients should in many cases result 

in a BMD phenotype and some patients should be amenable to 

correction via the skipping of specific exons.22 Analysis of the 

deletions in DMD patients suggested that the skipping of exon 

51 would restore the reading frame in the largest number of 

patients and thus this has been the focus of the initial studies and 

clinical trials (Fig 3).

Antisense oligonucleotides (AONs) hybridise to complemen-

tary sequences around the target exon, modulate pre-mRNA 

splicing and promote the restoration of the reading frame. 

Proof-of-principle of this approach was established in phase-I/II 

clinical trials led by groups in the Netherlands (Leiden University 

Medical Centre / Prosensa-GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)) and the UK 

(MDEX Consortium / Sarepta Therapeutics). Different AON 

chemistries, namely 2’O methyl phosphorothioate (2’OMe; dris-

apersen) and morpholino phosphorodiamidate (PMO; etep-

lirsen) respectively, were used for exon 51 skipping in these trials. 

Both were well tolerated and restored dystrophin protein via 

either intramuscular23,24 or systemic routes,25,26 although only 

one muscle could be biopsied and there was no targeting to the 

heart. ProSensa/GSK is due to complete a phase-III trial of dris-

apersen at the end of this year. Drisapersen has been awarded 

‘breakthrough therapy’ status in the USA, based on the results of 

a 53-patient phase-II clinical trial which were reported in April 

2013. The accepted clinical endpoint for these trials was the Six 

Minute Walk Test (6MWT)27,28 – a standardised test of ambula-

tion. The results showed that after 24 weeks, 

boys with DMD who were given drisapersen 

were able to walk 35 metres further in the 

6MWT than those given a placebo. The results 

of a phase-IIb clinical trial of eteplirsen also 

show promise although only 12 boys were 

included in this initial trial. After DMD patients 

received the drug for 48 weeks, production of 

the dystrophin protein was restored in up to 

50% of the muscle fibres that were examined. 

Boys who took eteplirsen for 48 weeks were able 

to walk, on average, 67.3 metres further in the 

6MWT than those who took a placebo for 24 

weeks followed by eteplirsen for 24 weeks.

Thus progress for exon skipping is very prom-

ising and other exons are now being targeted, 

although the efficacy of skipping is very 

dependent on the exon needing to be skipped.29 

Only limited analysis is available so far and only one muscle has 

been analysed. Another important consideration is that the 

restored dystrophin protein is truncated and semi-functional, and 

therefore at best, the clinical outcome is the conversion to the cor-

responding BMD phenotype. The efficacy of exon-skipping AONs 

remains limited by poor cellular uptake and rapid clearance, 

resulting in relatively low dystrophin protein restoration in skel-

etal muscle and little or no restoration in heart. These problems 

may be solved by the development of a second generation of 

AONs with improved skeletal and cardiac muscle  penetration.30

This mutation-specific requirement for DMD therapy has 

direct cost and regulatory implications given that each AON in 

development is currently regarded by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and other regulatory agencies as a new 

drug. Hopefully this will change as the success and safety of the 

current trials becomes evident.

The general approach of exon skipping is applicable to many 

other disorders, notably spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) and myot-

onic dystrophy.22 AONs are also being used to modulate pre-mRNA 

splicing in certain forms of cancer where disrupted alternative 

splicing commonly occurs, and where splicing reprogramming of, 

for example, signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 

(STAT3) can lead to a favourable anti-oncogenic outcome.31

Termination codon read-through

Another approach to the therapy of DMD depends on the precise 

definition of the genomic mutation and the manipulation of the 

translational machinery in the cell. Strategies designed to promote 

ribosomal read-through of premature termination codon (PTC) 

mutations can lead to the expression of full-length protein (Fig 

2b). Such stop codon mutations occur in approximately 15% of 

DMD patients. Aminoglycosides restore protein translation and 

these have shown some efficacy but their clinical use is limited 

because of long-term toxic effects.27,32 PTC Therapeutics used a 

high throughput screen to identify drugs which promote 

 read-through of stop codons both for DMD and cystic fibrosis. 
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Fig 2. Genetic strategies for Duchenne muscular dystrophy therapy. Reproduced with 
permission from Fairclough et al (2013).65
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immunological challenges faced by dystrophin-based thera-

pies.18

The change of expression of a related or similar protein was first 

used for the treatment of beta thalassaemia where increased levels of 

fetal haemoglobin were used to compensate for the lack of the adult 

beta globin gene.44 Such an approach could be applicable to many 

other disorders as, even if there is not a protein similar to the defec-

tive one, it may be possible to modulate a compensating pathway.

In summary, the delivery of therapy for DMD relies on the 

identification of the precise mutation in the patient and the 

understanding of the genome, transcriptome and proteome. The 

gene was identified in 1986 and only now are therapies entering 

the clinic, but the rate of progress is increasing (Fig 4).

More generally, genomic technologies continue to be devel-

oped which shorten the timeline between understanding the 

disease mechanism and the delivery of an effective treatment. 

This is very elegantly demonstrated in the case of cancer where 

delivery of personalised medicine has been revolutionary for 

clinical trials and treatment.

Genomic medicine for cancer

Much was already known about mechanism of cancer when Sir 

Walter Bodmer delivered his Harveian Oration45 where he 

described the various genes which were known to be involved in 

the somatic evolution of cancer. Since then, sequencing either of 

whole genomes (DNA) or transcriptomes (RNA) has increased 

our understanding of the disease and is becoming a valuable tool 

in diagnosis, risk stratification and the development of individu-

alised treatment of patients.

BRCA1 and BRCA2 are the best studied genes and are found 

associated with a high risk of breast cancer, although the func-

tion of these genes is not fully understood.46 Routine screening 

for mutations in these genes is now commonplace for those 

most at risk because of family history. Managing the risk remains 

difficult but treatment is improving as is survival.

The first drug in this class, ataluren, showed convincing proof-of-

concept in the mdx mouse model of the disease but initial human 

trials have been disappointing, with low levels of dystrophin 

expression and variability between patients.28,33 Results from the 

48-week phase-IIb study showed that treated patients walked on 

average 30 metres further than patients on placebo in the 6MWT. 

The use of ataluren for DMD has thus demonstrated proof-of-

principle and other compounds which may show greater efficacy 

in read-through of stop codons have been reported.34

Ten per cent of inherited diseases are caused by premature 

termination codon mutations and thus this mutation precision 

approach has much wider applicability beyond DMD.32 Stop 

codon read-through is being applied to other genetic disorders 

such as cystic fibrosis and SMA. This approach is now also being 

used for some hereditary cancer syndromes. For example, it is 

potentially applicable to 24% of cases for the treatment of ade-

nomatous polyposis coli-associated colorectal cancers.35

Increasing levels of utrophin

Another strategy for the therapy of DMD comes from the anal-

ysis of the genome coupled with the study of the transcriptional 

control and localisation of dystrophin during early human 

development. The dystrophin-related protein, utrophin, shows 

sequence and structural similarity to dystrophin and can func-

tionally compensate for the lack of dystrophin in the mdx mouse 

model of the disease (Fig 2c).10,36,37 The utrophin gene is located 

on chromosome 6 and genomic sequence analysis shows it to be 

related to the dystrophin gene by a genomic duplication event. 

The major differences in the two genes lie in their promoter 

regions. In early fetal life, utrophin is found at the sarcolemma 

with dystrophin, but in adult muscle it is restricted to the neu-

romuscular and myotendinous junction. This localisation is 

defined by DNA sequences in the promoter region of utrophin 

not present in the equivalent genomic region of dystrophin. In 

the absence of dystrophin, small amounts of utrophin can be 

found at the sarcolemma due to its stabilisation by the 

dystrophin-associated complex. Encouragingly, the 

amount of naturally occurring utrophin protein 

present in DMD patients positively correlates with the 

age of confinement to a wheelchair, demonstrating 

that even small increases might be beneficial.38

Utrophin levels can be increased by direct delivery of 

the protein,39 stabilisation of the protein40 or RNA,41,42 

or by transcriptional modulation.43 A high through-

put screen based on the promoter region of utrophin 

has led to the development of a drug which increases 

utrophin levels in the mdx mice twofold. Summit plc 

have reported positive data in a phase-I trial for SMT 

C1100.43 Phase-II trials are planned and other drugs 

are being developed based on the same principle.

Increasing utrophin should be effective in all DMD 

patients irrespective of their dystrophin mutation and 

thus avoids the need for genome sequence information 

on each patient. This approach also circumvents the 
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Fig 3. Skipping of exon 51 restores the reading frame in the largest number of 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients.
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Genomic information is allowing the division of cancers into 

subgroups, which is already having an impact on patient manage-

ment. Knowledge of the expression profiles of particular tumours 

is used to determine which treatment is likely to be most effective. 

This stratification of patient tumour groups in turn results in 

more informative clinic trials. Breast cancer has seen the greatest 

progress in targeting treatment to specific molecular abnormali-

ties, particularly in the 20% of women whose tumours are driven 

by overexpression of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 

(HER2).47 Indeed, so much is now known about this pathway that 

even when drug resistance appears, there are opportunities to 

block other pathways at different levels. However, even 15 years 

after approval of the ground-breaking HER2 monoclonal anti-

body trastuzumab, clinicians still grapple with the problem of 

heterogeneity within subgroups of patients.

We are also realising that cancer is more complex the more we 

learn about it. Sequencing studies have revealed that tumours 

usually have thousands to tens of thousands of somatic muta-

tions and yet only 1–10 of these in each cancer is recurrent and 

likely to be involved in ‘driving’ the cancer. Most of the rest are 

likely to be ‘passengers’, although defining the passenger/driver 

status of a mutation remains difficult. The sequencing of a 

small-cell lung-cancer cell line revealed that the mutational sig-

nature is typical of that expected from tobacco smoking including 

defects in transcription-coupled repair pathways.48 This reveals 

the potential for next-generation sequencing of tumours to 

reveal insights into the mutational processes associated with 

cancer which might inform prevention, early diagnosis and 

eventually treatment.49

There are now many examples of where targeted therapies for 

different cancers have been developed. The collation of data 

through international cancer consortia is being very effective in 

bringing together the genomic information on various tumours 

so that the latest information on pathways can be used by the 

oncologist to inform patient management.50

One important aspect for the development of drugs from the 

understanding of the biology is that the development times can 

be drastically reduced. A good example of this is the recognition 

in 2007 that approximately 5% of non-small-cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) is caused by the rearrangement of the anaplastic lym-

phoma kinase (ALK). Crizotinib, a mesenchymal-epithelial 

transition/ALK multi-targeted receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

went into phase-I trial the same year and was approved in 

2011.51 Thus a drug for NSCLC was developed in an unprece-

dented four years after the discovery of the causal rearrangement 

because the treatment could be targeted to the patient subgroup. 

More recently, the characterisation of ALK mutations is guiding 

the development of second-generation inhibitors.

Another example is the rapid development of selective BRAF 

(serine/threonine-protein kinase B-Raf) inhibitors which are 

now established as a standard of care option for patients diag-

nosed with metastatic melanoma whose tumours carry a BRAF 

mutation.52 Since its discovery 10 years ago, BRAF mutations 

have been reported in a number of malignancies, including 

melanoma, colorectal cancer, papillary thyroid cancer, and most 

recently hairy-cell leukaemia; in all accounting for 7–8% of all 

cancers. Knowledge of the pathway again is leading to strategies 

to deal with those tumours that become resistant to treatment. 

This is a great success story for cancer genomic medicine and 

more will follow.

Rare variants and their relevance to more 
common diseases

Whole-genome sequencing of patients is now leading to the iden-

tification of many novel causative genes for a variety of disorders, 

which is useful for diagnosis and may in some cases lead to novel 

treatment. A particularly interesting example of how rare variants 

can provide insights into new treatments for disease is illustrated 

by neonatal diabetes (ND). This is a rare but potentially devas-

tating monogenic form of diabetes that usually develops within 

the first six months of life. ND sufferers were previously assumed 

to have type 1 diabetes and thus were treated with insulin injec-

tions. This is unpleasant (especially for babies), and impacts sig-

nificantly on patients’ lifestyles at all ages. Mutations were found 

in the ATP-sensitive K+ channel, Kir6.2, and functional studies 

showed that the mutations impair the ability of adenosine tri-

phosphate to shut the channel.53 Because channel closure is 

required for insulin secretion, this leads to impaired insulin release 

and thus to ND. Most of the mutant channels can be closed by 

sulphonylurea drugs, which were already in routine clinical use for 

type 2 diabetes. Clinical studies showed that oral sulphonylureas 

can be successfully used to treat these ND patients.

There are now several examples of where the identification of 

the gene responsible for a rare mendelian disorder is leading to 

new opportunities for the treatment of more common disorders. 

For example, the identification of mutations in sclerostin in 

three families suffering from a progressive sclerosing bone dys-

plasia identified this gene as being key in the suppression of bone 

formation. This observation suggested that inhibiting this 

pathway may therefore be more broadly applicable to oste-

oporosis, and indeed antibodies to sclerostin are currently 

moving into phase-III clinical trials for this condition.54,55 A 

form of hypercholesterolemia was found to result from a muta-

tion in the gene for an enzyme called pro-protein convertase 

subtilisn Kexin type 9 (PCSK9).56 Loss-of-function mutations 

• 1981 Prenatal diagnosis using DNA
  markers GENETICS

GENOMICS

• 1986 Inden�fica�on of the dystrophin gene
• 1980–1999 Introduc�on of dystrophin into
  muscle using viral vectors
• 1996 Demonstra�on that utrophin may
  compenstate for dystrophin
• 2004 Ini�al clinical trials with gene
  delivery (plasmid)
• 2013 Clinical trials viral delivery, utrophin
  upregula�on, read-through of
  stop codons, exon skipping
  biomarkers being developed

Fig 4. Milestones in DMD research. DMD = Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
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lead to degradation of hepatic low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 

receptors and a reduction in LDL concentrations. Monoclonal 

antibodies raised against PCSK9 are currently in phase-III clin-

ical trials for coronary heart disease.

Biomarkers to ensure precision care

As illustrated above, the development of an effective treatment 

for DMD relied on an assessment of the ability to walk which is 

difficult to measure because of variability, meaning that lengthy 

clinical trials have to be undertaken. This is the challenge in 

many disorders and the development of disease-specific biomar-

kers is becoming increasingly important for the design of clinical 

trials. The methodology here can depend on profiling gene 

expression (transcriptome analysis) in the blood sample of 

patients and those at risk of developing the disease. A recent 

paper documented a signature for Alzheimer’s disease based on 

the profile of expression of certain miRNAs in the blood of 

patients, which differentiated it from other neurodegenerative 

disorders and also identified those at the early stages of the 

 disease.57

Measurement of expression patterns can be performed at the 

RNA, protein and metabolite level (transcriptomics, proteomics 

and metabolomics respectively). Precision diagnosis of the 

mutation in a patient coupled with reliable biomarkers for the 

assessment of the efficacy of the personalised treatment will be 

essential in future clinical trials. The development of these 

approaches is such that individual biotechnology companies are 

now routinely offering such services.

The epigenome

Garrod was one of first individuals to recognise the importance of 

environmental factors in his essay, The inborn factors in disease.58 

It is now well established that the genome is constantly being 

modified by the environmental influences such as ageing, diet, 

stress and toxins which manifest themselves as changes in DNA 

methylation or chromatin modifications.59 Some cancers can be 

caused by methylation changes alone. The importance of aberrant 

methylation not only in tumorigenesis but also in other disorders 

is now recognised and the technology to monitor these changes is 

in place.60 Such studies will provide the vital link needed between 

the genome and environmental influences, which in due course 

should lead to strategies for prevention. However, as David 

Weatherall noted in his Harveian Oration in 1992:

 . . .with some notable exceptions, we are uncertain about the extent to which 

environment is responsible for cancer, and even if it turns out that it is, how far 

we can modify it. For many other diseases of western society, diabetes, arthritis, 

the major psychoses, dementia and the rest, the relative role of nature and 

nurture are even less clear.61

Thus we will need an understanding of disease mechanisms 

through genomics as well as minimisation of risk through 

manipulation of the environment, where possible, for future 

medical care.

Conclusion

There are many examples today of where genomics is leading 

to more effective treatments. Five years ago, therapy for DMD 

seemed an impossible dream and few pharmaceutical compa-

nies were interested in a relatively rare orphan disease. 

However, that has all changed as DMD is now seen as a model 

for the development of treatment based on an individual’s 

mutation (personalised/precision medicine) and advances in 

technology have made many of the problems more tractable. 

The combination of better biomarkers, more defined pheno-

typing and genomic/transcriptomic/proteomic analyses 

should eventually allow real progress in the therapy for cur-

rently intractable neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer’s 

disease.

Personalised medicine will not only lead to novel therapies, 

but will also allow more rapid development because of better 

designed clinical trials. We are entering an era where individ-

uals are able to monitor their health status on their mobile 

phones and integrate these data with blood-sample testing of 

biomarkers. This information can be coupled with genome 

information which defines individual disease risk, as empha-

sised by John Bell in his Harveian Oration in 2010.62 This will 

transform preventative medicine. There will be further benefits 

if the human genomic information can be integrated with 

monitoring of physiological states through genomic analysis of 

the bacteria of the gut and viral infections.63 There are signifi-

cant challenges in the protection of patient privacy, the educa-

tion of tomorrow’s doctors, and in changing regulation as 

indicated in the House of Lords Select Committee report on 

genomic medicine.64 Nevertheless, the genomic era has never 

looked brighter.

William Harvey really started modern physiology and the 

concepts of form and function which lead to modern medicine. 

The continued excitement which is moving from form and func-

tion of genomes, transcriptomes and proteomes and their rela-

tion to disease is perhaps a restatement of Harvey.
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